Secreted signaling molecules that provide tissue with positional information (morphogen) can act either at long-range by diffusion or at short-range by limited diffusion. However, it remains unclear which mode of morphogen signaling is essential in assigning positional information for morphogenetic movement. The discshaped tracheal placode in Drosophila embryo is a simple model for investigating how epidermal growth factor (EGF) signaling is interpreted by cells to initiate patterned actomyosin activity required for epithelial invagination. In Drosophila, cleavage of membranebound Spitz ligand by Rhomboid protease is the key activation step of EGF receptor (EGFR). We carefully analyzed the expression of Rhomboid and cleaved Spitz, and the activation of the downstream MAP kinase ERK, and found that the expression of Rhomboid is initially restricted to a small population of cells located around the center of the placode, which subsequently expanded toward the surrounding cells. Expansion of Rhomboid expression required EGFR, suggesting that this occurs by the recruitment of cells surrounding the initial source-cells as additional sources of ligand secretion. The activation of ERK is propagated cell-to-cell in a concentric pattern, which we confirmed in real-time using a FRET biosensor for ERK. These observations can be explained by iteration of short-range signaling. In fact, the propagation of Rhomboid expression and ERK activation stopped prematurely in a mutant of trachealess, a key transcription factor for the determination of tracheal fate. Furthermore, actomyosin activity was increased at the front of concentric ERK activity wave, and was defective in trachealess mutant. Our study suggests that iterative short-range signaling is a powerful strategy for providing the disc-shaped placode with positional information for epithelial invagination. The vascular system provides cells with oxygen and nutrients throughout the whole organism. Its formation is highly dynamic and many sprouting and pruning events act together to make the vasculature an efficient network. Disruption of these processes lead to many diseases. Understanding the development of the vasculature is therefore of high interest and will provide new insights into the underlying mechanisms of pattern formation.
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Due to its fast development and optical transparency, zebrafish is ideal for studying the formation of the vasculature. In my project, I set up a custom built framework of image acquisition and processing using selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM). With this, the development of several samples can be observed in parallel over several days, and phenotypic variations in the formation of the vasculature between individual embryos and inside embryos (leftright asymmetry patterns) are revealed.
To understand the underlying mechanisms of vascular pattern formation, I systematically analyze calcium signaling within the vascular system. Interestingly, a calcium signal oscillation is established, oscillating at a rate of 0.01 Hz. Moreover, in collaboration with the Affolter lab in Basel we showed that the flow environment is an important factor in remodeling of the vasculature.
As a clinically relevant application, we perturb in collaboration with the Bornhäuser lab the vascular system by injecting cancer cells into the circulation. Applying the imaging framework, we study their dissemination and their effect on the remodeling of the network. The goal of this study is to build an atlas of mouse development at the cellular level during the stages of gastrulation through early organogenesis, a period for which quantitative information on cellular dynamics is lacking. This atlas will allow a quantitative assessment of the movements and dynamic properties of cells and tissues and a quantification of the spatiotemporal variability of the development of the different tissues in the mouse embryo.
While the image acquisition of live post-implantation mouse embryos alone presents a unique challenge, this work focuses on the cell tracking and the spatiotemporal registration between datasets necessary to build an atlas of early mouse development.
Considering our mouse datasets exhibit very high complexity (such as a wide variety of cell types and dynamic cell behaviors, fast cell movements, rapid growth of the embryo, strong heterogeneity in optical properties and image quality across different tissues) and are also of an uncommonly large size (N20GB per image stack, N10TB per time-lapse), they can not be fully handled by state of the art lineage tracing algorithms. Therefore, we designed a suite of algorithms to address these challenges. Our pipeline uses the output of our latest cell-tracking algorithm in order to build a statistical flow map of local cell movements across the embryo. We then demonstrated the high accuracy of this statistical flow map by quantitatively comparing its trajectories to manual lineages.
Ultimately, in order to build the atlas, we designed an algorithm that uses manual landmarks to firstly build a non-linear spatiotemporal registration that accounts for the non-biologically relevant distortions. Once several embryos have been registered in this manner, a spatiotemporal local distance between embryos representing the developmental variability is computed. These local metrics can finally be used to compare the development of a given embryo to the average wild-type behavior. 
